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**GLOSSARY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AALDEF</td>
<td>Asian American Legal Defense and Education Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absconder Apprehension Initiative</td>
<td>A program to arrest non-citizens from predominantly Muslim countries with outstanding deportation orders.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACLU</td>
<td>American Civil Liberties Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIA</td>
<td>Board of Immigration Appeals, the Executive Branch appellate body that reviews decisions of Immigration Judges and some decisions of the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIF</td>
<td>Benevolence International Foundation, a Muslim charity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHRGJ</td>
<td>Center for Human Rights and Global Justice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CERD Committee</td>
<td>The United Nations Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DHS</td>
<td>Department of Homeland Security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOJ</td>
<td>Department of Justice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EOIR</td>
<td>Executive Office for Immigration Review, the Executive Branch office overseeing the work of the BIA and Immigration Judges.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FBI</td>
<td>Federal Bureau of Investigation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOIA</td>
<td>Freedom of Information Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLF</td>
<td>Holy Land Foundation for Relief and Development, a Muslim charity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IACHR</td>
<td>Inter-American Commission on Human Rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICCPR</td>
<td>The United Nation’s International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, which is overseen by the Human Rights Committee.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICE</td>
<td>Immigration and Customs Enforcement, a DHS agency tasked with the enforcement of immigration law.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICERD</td>
<td>The United Nation’s International Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Racial Discrimination, which is overseen by the Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Discrimination</td>
<td>Non-judicial, executive branch official who determines the fate of persons charged with removability from the United States, and who are not bound by the same due process rules as Article III judges under standard criminal law.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immigration Judge</td>
<td>Non-judicial, executive branch official who determines the fate of persons charged with removability from the United States, and who are not bound by the same due process rules as Article III judges under standard criminal law.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INA</td>
<td>Immigration and Nationality Act, the statute governing U.S. immigration law.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSEERS</td>
<td>National Security Entry-Exit Registration System, which required noncitizen men between the ages of 16 to 45, mostly from Muslim-majority countries, to submit to fingerprinting, photographs, intensive questioning, and periodic registration with the government.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operation Frontline</td>
<td>U.S. government program, which in 2004, targeted alleged immigration violators whom the government had identified as national security concerns, the vast majority of whom were from Muslim-majority countries.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third Agency Check procedure</td>
<td>Wherein all immigration detainees who are nationals of “special interest countries” are continuously detained by ICE until they are cleared by other intelligence agencies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USCIS</td>
<td>U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services, a DHS agency tasked with processing immigration benefits and related issues.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Through the targeted use of a wide set of immigration and law enforcement policies and actions, the U.S. government has cast Muslims as dangerous threats to national security, leaving Muslim communities across the United States vulnerable to discrimination and discriminatory profiling. This Briefing Paper by the Center for Human Rights and Global Justice (CHRGJ) and the Asian American Legal Defense and Education Fund (AALDEF) documents the U.S. government’s deployment of lower evidentiary standards and lack of due process guarantees in the immigration system against Muslims to further marginalize this targeted group in the name of national security and counterterrorism.

A number of particular immigration programs and practices—such as the National Security Entry-Exit Registration System (NSEERS), the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) name-check system in the naturalization process, and racial profiling at U.S. borders—have received critical attention for their discriminatory impacts on Muslim communities. This Briefing Paper draws on interviews with immigration and criminal defense attorneys and community-based groups, court documents, and media accounts to identify five key under-documented patterns of government practices that appear to be targeting Muslim communities through the immigration system:

1. The U.S. government’s use of unsubstantiated terrorism-related allegations without bringing official charges in cases involving ordinary immigration violations. This practice has the effect of prejudicing the immigration judge or placing the Muslim immigrant in a precarious situation where he is unable to defend himself against the allegations. As a result, he is often pressured to self-deport.

2. The U.S. government’s practice of subjecting Muslim immigrants to detention ostensibly for posing national security threats in cases involving minor violations that ordinarily do not warrant detention. Detention and threat of immigration detention are also used to coerce Muslims to drop challenges to immigration charges or accept plea deals in criminal cases.

3. The U.S. government’s use of flimsy immigration charges. For example, the government often uses false statement charges for failure to disclose tenuous ties to Muslim charitable organizations in such a way that seems to target Muslim immigrants for religious and political activities and affiliations.

4. The U.S. government’s unfair application of overbroad statutory language of the terrorism bar provisions of the Immigration and Nationality Act (INA) to remove, bar, and detain Muslims.

5. The undue influence of the FBI on U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) and Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) activities. The FBI is known to exploit the vulnerability of Muslim non-citizens as a way to facilitate its preventative counterterrorism policing objectives in prejudicial ways.

Although we welcome the Department of Homeland Security’s April 27, 2011, announcement of the indefinite suspension of the NSEERS program, our documentation suggests the government
continues to use subtler—though no less abusive—practices of detention, deportation, and denial of immigration benefits.

The overall effect of these practices is that religious, cultural, and political affiliations and lawful activities of Muslims are being construed as dangerous terrorism-related factors to justify detention, deportation, and denial of immigration benefits. The government seems to be targeting Muslim immigrants not for any particular acts, but on the basis of unsubstantiated innuendo drawing largely on their religious and ethnic identities, political views, employment histories, and ties to their home countries. Tareq Abu Fayad, for example, has been in immigration detention for more than four years because, according to the government, he is a likely target for terrorist recruiters. The factors the government has relied on in making this claim do not point to any criminal wrongdoing and include his education, green card, clean criminal record, and the fact that the imam at his local mosque in Gaza later joined the Hamas government. The FBI also seems to be exploiting vulnerabilities associated with the immigration system to target Muslims in various ways. For example, the FBI visited Zuhair Mahd on multiple occasions, encouraging him to become an informant while his naturalization application was pending. Mahd refused and his naturalization application was later denied. USCIS later reversed its decision after Mahd filed a pro se lawsuit, and Mahd was sworn in as a citizen in 2009.

These practices are also marked by a profound lack of transparency. Many times, Muslim immigrants do not even know the basis of the allegations against them, because the government does not share them. In the opaque “Third Agency Check” program, for example, thousands have been detained by immigration authorities for weeks and even months after an Immigration Judge has ordered them removed or released from detention on the basis that they are nationals of “special interest countries.” While the government has not publicly released a list of “special interest countries” for the Third Agency Check procedure, media reports suggest they are almost all Muslim-majority countries.

When overbroad counterterrorism policies manifest in the immigration context—where there is an absolute void of checks and balances and a fundamental lack of transparency—there is all the more potential for government abuse. We are concerned that the practices outlined in this Briefing Paper are guided by racial and religious stereotypes, in a way that constitutes discrimination in violation of U.S. obligations under international human rights law. The practices identified in this Briefing Paper also suggest the United States is failing to uphold its international human rights obligations to guarantee the rights to due process; liberty and security of person; freedom of religion; freedom of expression and opinion; and the right to privacy and family.

The government must stop targeting and punishing individuals for what it predicts they will do, especially when these predictions are not based on fact, but instead on religious and racial stereotypes and flimsy “evidence.” CHRGJ and AALDEF call on the government to put an immediate stop to the discriminatory targeting of Muslims through the immigration system as outlined in this Briefing Paper, to provide greater transparency and accountability for immigration policies and enforcement.
I. INTRODUCTION

Since September 11, 2001, the federal government has relied heavily on immigration law and policy to prosecute the so-called ‘War on Terror.’ With fewer checks and balances, it is much easier for the government to arrest, detain, and investigate an individual under immigration law than criminal law. In the American criminal legal system, a defendant has various rights and procedural protections: the right to an attorney; the right to a speedy trial in front of a jury of your peers; and the necessity to prove guilt beyond a reasonable doubt. By contrast, in immigration court, a non-citizen is permitted to have an attorney, but counsel is not provided for indigent persons and more than 80 percent of individuals in removal proceedings are pro se. Furthermore, in immigration court, an immigration judge—an executive branch official and not an independent Article III judge—is both judge and jury, and a non-citizen can be mandatorily detained for months, or even years, before being released or removed from the United States. Finally, in immigration court, the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) only has to prove an individual is removable by “clear and convincing evidence.”

These lesser substantive and procedural protections have allowed federal officials to undertake several initiatives that have targeted immigrants, primarily those from Muslim-majority countries, in the name of national security. Under the guise of executing the nation’s immigration laws, Muslim non-citizens have been subjected to large-scale, secret, and often lengthy preventive detention; exclusion based solely on their political views; guilt by association; unilateral detention by the executive branch; and nation-wide national security policies that have amounted to little more than wide-scale racial profiling, such as the Absconder Apprehension Initiative, the NSEERS special registration policy, and Operation Frontline. Over the past few years, both CHRGJ and AALDEF have been involved in documenting and challenging many of these policies.

II. DISCRIMINATORY PATTERNS OF IMMIGRATION ENFORCEMENT

This Briefing Paper identifies cases suggestive of five patterns of immigration enforcement practices against Muslim non-citizens. These cases and patterns were drawn from numerous interviews with immigration and criminal defense lawyers from across the country, as well as leaders of community-based organizations predominantly servicing Muslim communities. CHRGJ and AALDEF also relied on court documents and news stories to verify the details of particular cases. Taken in context with prior well-known, nation-wide policies like NSEERS, the Absconder Apprehension Initiative, and Operation Frontline, the cases suggest that the government is targeting this group for detention, deportation, and denials of temporary visas, green cards, and naturalization.

The lack of transparency and vulnerability involved in immigration proceedings and decisions makes it difficult to fully document these cases. Decisions by immigration courts and USCIS are rarely published, while the Board of Immigration Appeals (BIA) only publishes precedential opinions. Moreover, many immigrants fear discussing their cases publicly due to their vulnerable immigration status in the United States, especially when confronting unsubstantiated terrorism-related allegations. Others have been deported from the United States and are either unable to be
reached or fear talking because of the political situation in their own home countries. Where the case studies in this Briefing Paper are anonymous, we have not cited to the materials relied upon out of the need to protect the individual’s identity.

Many of the cases described in detail below exhibit more than one of the patterns, demonstrating the aggressive nature of the government’s actions towards Muslims. Greater transparency and accountability within the immigration system is needed to allow for a fuller understanding of the nature and extent of these practices, to enable reform, and to provide remedies for those affected.25

A. LURKING TERRORISM ALLEGATIONS

The charges brought against Muslim immigrants are almost always ordinary immigration violations.26 Unlike ordinary immigration proceedings, however, the government often insinuates the immigrant’s involvement in some sort of terrorist activity, without providing either the basis or the evidence for its allegations.27 The low evidentiary standards of the immigration system permit the government to make these accusations without proof, which they would not be able to do in a criminal trial.28 The <em>Washington Post</em> has described the terrorism aspects of these immigration cases as “barely visible in the court files of those charged.”29

Once the government makes these often-unsubstantiated allegations, the immigrant is placed in the impossible position of having to defend himself without knowing the allegations levied against him. “The difficulty of these cases, and I see them continually, is that the government will throw out [terrorism-related] allegations and never substantiate them, and you’re in a position where you have to respond,” states Sin Yen Ling, a lawyer with the Asian Law Caucus who has handled numerous immigration cases involving Muslim non-citizens.30 In some cases, the specter of ‘possible terrorist activity’ appears to have prejudiced the immigration judge; in others, the government uses the potential charges to pressure the immigrant himself into dropping immigration challenges and leaving the country.

Case Study: Foad Farahi31

Foad Farahi, an Iranian imam living in Florida, entered the U.S. on a student visa in 1994. Starting in 2004, the FBI approached him multiple times to become an informant. He consistently refused. In 2007, he appeared at a local immigration court for what he thought would be a routine hearing on his political asylum application. Instead, ICE agents met him at the court, claiming that they had a file with evidence demonstrating he supported a terrorist group. He could have either dropped the asylum case and left the U.S. voluntarily, or been detained and charged as a terrorist.

Farahi chose voluntary departure, a form of immigration relief permitting an individual to leave the United States on his own recognizance. Deportation would have meant being sent to Iran, where he feared religious persecution. However, he later realized that the government’s claim was a bluff. Despite repeated requests, the government refused to share with Farahi or his attorney any information about the alleged terrorism evidence, and he was never charged with any crime. Farahi challenged the voluntary departure order, but the immigration judge ruled against him and the BIA dismissed his appeal. However, in 2010, after three years of fighting, Farahi’s lawyer was able to
undo the voluntary departure order. The government agreed to re-open his asylum case, which is now pending.

Case Study: Abdelrehim Kewan

Abdelrehim Kewan, an Egyptian national, had a pending green card application based on his status as a battered spouse. In 2002, while working as a housepainter, he lost his way driving to a paint job approximately 40 miles from his home in Southern California and ended up at the gates of a Marine base. After his car was searched, he was allowed to leave. Two weeks later, ICE officials arrested and detained him. Despite the testimony of both FBI and Naval Criminal Investigative Services officials that Kewan was nothing more than a lost motorist, the immigration judge characterized him as a danger to the community and refused to grant him bond. “Painters don’t get lost,” stated the immigration judge.

The immigration judge subsequently denied Kewan’s green card application, despite official recognition by DHS officials on two previous occasions that he had been subject to mental and physical abuse by his former wife, the judge stated she doubted Kewan’s abuse. He was detained for a total of 16 months before being deported.

Case Study: Sabri Samirah

Sabri Samirah, a Jordanian citizen, came to the United States in 1987 on a student visa. He twice applied to change his immigration status to become a lawful permanent resident and was denied both times. In the course of the second rejection, based on a visa technicality, the government referenced news reports stating that Samirah was affiliated with groups endorsing Hamas. In 2002, USCIS granted Samirah permission (called ‘advance parole’) to visit his ill mother in Jordan. When he attempted to reenter the United States, however, DHS revoked his parole and denied him reentry, claiming he was a security risk. The government refused to reveal the evidence behind its determination. When pressed at oral argument to disclose the grounds for the denial, the government’s lawyer made only a “cryptic statement… redolent of guilt by association, that maybe [Samirah] ‘needs better friends.’” The Seventh Circuit overturned the DHS decision, stating that the government had offered no evidence that Samirah was connected to Hamas, and remanding the case to the district court to order the Attorney General to allow Samirah back into the country so that he may apply to obtain legal status.

As described in the case studies above, the government takes advantage of the lower protections offered to non-citizens during immigration proceedings to make coercive or prejudicial accusations against Muslim immigrants. Without any genuine opportunity to rebut the claims, Muslims must consequently attempt to make their immigration cases in a more hostile environment.

B. Abusive Use of Immigration Detention

The U.S. immigration system permits detention of non-citizens in the process of removal proceedings. Although all non-citizens are potentially subject to detention, most of those charged
with ordinary immigration violations and detained by ICE are provided a bond hearing and released after demonstrating that they are not a danger, threat to national security, or flight risk. However, lawyers report a recurring phenomenon in which Muslim non-citizens charged with minor immigration violations are detained in situations in which it is otherwise customary to release individuals. Other Muslim immigrants have reportedly been subjected to mandatory detention under a vague terrorism bar provision of the INA. Finally, thousands continue to be detained by immigration authorities for weeks—and even months—after an Immigration Judge has ordered them released or removed from detention based on a government procedure called a “Third Agency Check.” Under the Third Agency Check process, all immigration detainees who are nationals of “special interest countries” are continuously detained by ICE until they are cleared by other intelligence agencies. While the government has not publicly released a list of “special interest countries” for the Third Agency Check procedure, media reports in other contexts suggest they are almost all Muslim-majority countries.

Case Study: Imam A.A.  

“Imam A.A.,” a permanent resident of the United States since 1997, applied for naturalization after receiving his green card based on his marriage to a U.S. citizen. An ICE agent sat in on his naturalization interview and, shortly thereafter, immigration officials arrested him. Government lawyers alleged that because Imam A.A.’s divorce from a previous marriage was not finalized when he entered the marriage upon which his green card was based, the green card was invalid. ICE placed him in detention to await the commencement of removal proceedings. An immigration judge eventually ordered him released, stating in the written order that “[i]t appears the only reason he is being detained is because he is Muslim.”

After his release, the government continued to fight the case for years, despite the testimony of a Swedish law expert on the legitimacy of the divorce proceedings. Imam A.A. finally won five years after his initial arrest. Even then, however, USCIS refused to re-open his naturalization case.

Case Study: F.Q.  

“F.Q.,” originally from Pakistan, was arrested in 2009 for illegal entry into the U.S. after the company he worked for ran a security check on its employees. Although he was not charged with any terrorism-related immigration violation or crime, the government subjected him to mandatory detention under INA § 236(c)(1)(D), the provision of the immigration code relating to detention for terrorism suspects. The government put forward no evidence to support its allegations of terrorism, other than a 1999 asylum application, which stated that in 1996 he briefly volunteered for Jamiat-e-Islami, a Pakistani political party. The group, one of the largest political parties in Pakistan, has never been designated a terrorist group by the U.S. Because he was subject to mandatory detention, F.Q. was not even provided a bond hearing to demonstrate that he was neither a flight risk, nor a security threat. Despite the fact that he had a wife and children who were all U.S. citizens, as well as strong ties to his local community, he was mandatorily detained for months before being deported to Pakistan, where he currently resides.

Case Study: G.M.  

“G.M.,” who had studied and worked in the United States for more than a decade, was arrested in a humiliating fashion in front of his neighbors by immigration officials in 2004. At all times legally present in the United States, he was never charged with a terrorism-related immigration charge or any crime. While detained, ICE agents interrogated him about his knowledge of extremist groups and other national security-related issues. He was subsequently coerced into accepting
voluntary departure, a form of immigration relief where individuals are usually given a few weeks to pack their belongings and voluntarily leave the United States. An ICE official told him he’d be released within a week, but instead he was detained for nearly two months in prison, where he was denied his medication for a gastrointestinal disease, as well as his right to fast during the Muslim holy month of Ramadan. His prolonged detention was likely due to a “Third Agency Check,” a government policy where an immigration detainee is not released by ICE until cleared by other intelligence agencies. An immigration detainee is subjected to a “Third Agency Check” not based on any actual intelligence, but rather solely based on the immigrant’s nationality. After his lengthy detention, G.M. was deported to his home country.

The government also uses the threat of immigration detention to coerce Muslims into dropping challenges to immigration—and criminal—decisions. This practice was used in the case of Foad Farahi, described above, as well the recent case of Mohamad Masfaka.

Case Study: Mohamad Masfaka

Mohamad Masfaka, a legal permanent resident originally from Syria, was periodically hired as a musician for the Holy Land Foundation for Relief and Development (HLF) from 1998-99. At the time, HLF was the largest Muslim charity in the U.S., providing humanitarian assistance to children and families in Muslim majority countries around the world. In 2001—two years after Masfaka’s work with them—HLF was designated a Specially Designated Global Terrorist under questionable circumstances by the U.S. government. The government claimed that HLF’s provision of humanitarian aid to Gaza freed up resources that Hamas used to fund terrorist activities.

In 2002, Masfaka applied for naturalization, stating on his forms that he had been associated with HLF. His application was never approved. In 2008, he was criminally charged with making false statements, taking a false oath in a matter relating to naturalization, and attempting unlawful procurement of naturalization. The government claimed that he had actually been employed by HLF, rather than associated with it, and then charged that his failure to disclose his employment was an attempt to cover up ties to a terrorist organization.

Government officials simultaneously commenced removal proceedings against Masfaka, which threatened to subject him to mandatory immigration detention if he did not agree to a plea deal requiring self-deportation. Although Masfaka’s lawyers felt there was a good chance he could have won the criminal case, the threat of removal proceedings and mandatory detention made pursuing his criminal case moot. Masfaka’s choices were to either lose the criminal trial, be jailed, and then face the prospect of deportation, or win the trial and subsequently be placed in immigration detention for a lengthy period, while facing removal proceedings under the lower evidentiary standards of the immigration system.

Faced with this Catch-22, Masfaka accepted a plea agreement that resulted in a sentence of time-served but required him to self-deport to a country of his choosing. He cannot return to Syria for fear of persecution, however, and the stigma of the implied terrorism-related charges against him will likely have an adverse effect on his prospects of obtaining asylum in a third country. The government’s actions have effectively rendered him a stateless person.
These case studies represent only a handful of the cases we have encountered in which it appeared that immigration detention and immigration detention procedures are being used either selectively or coercively against Muslim non-citizens. Immigration detention has long been a tool the government has used against Muslim communities. Despite the backlash in response to the post-September 11, 2001 mass detentions, our documentation suggests that the government continues to resort to subtler, but nonetheless abusive, detention practices.

C. FLIMSY IMMIGRATION CHARGES

Immigration lawyers have reported that the charges levied against Muslims non-citizens—whether ordinary immigration charges or terrorism-related charges—rely on extreme interpretations of statutory language. In other cases, charges have construed innocent behavior as criminal. These practices suggest that the government is actively trying to deport and deny entrance, green cards, or citizenship to Muslim individuals. “The approach is basically to target the Muslim and Arab community with a kind of zero-tolerance immigration policy,” says David Cole, a law professor at Georgetown University. According to Cole, “No other community in the U.S. is treated to zero-tolerance enforcement.”

The use of flimsy immigration charges can be broken down into two main groups:

1. **False statement charges based on an alleged association with a Muslim charity or group**

   Muslim non-citizens have been deported or denied naturalization, green cards, and visas for minor misrepresentations related to past, often tenuous, affiliations with Muslim organizations. Government officials allege these individuals have committed immigration fraud, or have failed to demonstrate “good moral character” for providing false testimony with the purpose of gaining an immigration benefit. In many cases, government officials interview individuals multiple times, asking the same questions over and over. According to Jennie Pasquarella, Staff Attorney with the ACLU-Southern California, the nature of the repeated interviews suggest the officials are attempting to trip individuals into making minor mistakes or inconsistencies which can subsequently be construed as false statements. This practice is in tension with the USCIS Adjudicator’s Field Manual, which requires that immigration officials provide applicants with an opportunity to explain seemingly false statements.

   Serious questions have been raised about the process by which the U.S. government has designated a number of major Muslim charities as terrorist entities, including the Holy Land Foundation and Benevolence International Foundation (BIF). The ACLU has noted that:

   “The Treasury Department has virtually unchecked power to designate groups as terrorist organizations. . . . The government’s actions against [HLF, BIF, and Global Relief Foundation] were the start of a pattern of conduct that violated the fundamental rights of American Muslim charities and has chilled American Muslims’ charitable giving in accordance with their faith, seriously undermining American values of due process and commitment to First Amendment freedoms.”

Similar concerns have been raised about the designation of individuals on such lists.
Case Study: Tarek Hamdi

Tarek Hamdi, an Egyptian national, has been a U.S. resident since 1988. After passing his naturalization exam in 2002, USCIS scheduled Hamdi for an oath ceremony. He then heard nothing from USCIS for four years. In 2006, he received a letter from USCIS scheduling him for a second interview. Because he was abroad at the time, he did not receive the letter until the interview date had passed. USCIS subsequently denied his application and Hamdi applied to naturalize a second time in 2007. USCIS denied his application on ‘good moral character’ grounds. It alleged that he failed to reveal his affiliation with the Benevolence International Foundation (BIF), a humanitarian aid organization designated under questionable circumstances as a financier of terrorism in 2002. USCIS denied his application on the grounds that he made false statements during his interview.

Regarding his situation, Hamdi stated:

“I always played by the rules. I paid taxes, contributed to society and raised a beautiful family. I have been treated differently because I am a Muslim man. This has been incredibly frustrating and truly demoralizing. No person of faith, no honest man should have to face the discrimination I have, especially when striving to take an oath of allegiance to the United States.”

In 2000, prior to BIF’s designation, Hamdi attended a BIF fundraiser and wrote a check for $8,000 to the group. He stated that the check was a compilation of donations from friends who could not attend the event. In 2009, Hamdi appealed USCIS’s denial. He acknowledged that he made donations to BIF, but stated that he did not understand that his donations to BIF constituted an “association” with that organization. His appeal was denied in April 2010, again on false statement grounds regarding his association with the BIF. The ACLU of Southern California is currently representing Hamdi in an appeal of USCIS’s decision to the District Court for the Central District of California.

Case Study: “B.B.”

“B.B.,” a 70-year-old Iranian citizen, was granted political asylum in 1990. He filed his naturalization application in 2005. In 2010, USCIS denied the application on the grounds that B.B. provided false testimony during his naturalization interview. Specifically, it claimed that he lied about his membership in Mujahedin E-Khalq (MEK), an Iranian organization designated by the U.S. as a terrorist organization. USCIS’s evidence of membership was based solely on an FBI interview with B.B. in 1999, in which USCIS alleges he “admitted he was a member of the MEK” and “admitted to attending meetings of the MEK in Los Angeles.” B.B. denies that he was a member of MEK or that he ever admitted to such.

B.B. missed the deadline to file an appeal. The ACLU has written a letter to USCIS on B.B.’s behalf requesting an opportunity to appeal the decision despite the missed deadline. B.B. is awaiting a response.
2. **Unsubstantiated or irrational charges**

Many cases we investigated involved government conduct that seemed to lack legitimate basis.

**Case Study: Zoubir Bouchikhi**

Zoubir Bouchikhi, an Algerian-born imam, applied for permanent residency in 2003. His application was denied in 2007 because his employer, the Islamic Society of Greater Houston (ISGH), “failed to prove Bouchikhi had been continuously employed for the two years prior to filling out his petition and had not demonstrated its ability to pay Bouchikhi’s salary…. [and] had not proved Bouchikhi was an imam by submitting a formal certificate of ordination.” According to Bouchikhi, all documents requested by USCIS to prove these details were made available within weeks of the initial denial and before the subsequent appeal. USCIS then *altered* its reason for the denial, stating that he was inadmissible in 2006 when he returned from travel abroad—even though that travel had been authorized by USCIS.

In 2008, ICE arrested and detained Bouchikhi. Although bond was initially granted for $20,000, Bouchikhi was later detained for five months before finally being released. Then, weeks before his scheduled date of deportation in January 2011, he was again picked up and detained by ICE agents. ICE claimed it had evidence that he would not leave the country on his scheduled deportation date, but refused to state what that evidence was. Bouchikhi’s appeal is currently pending before the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals.

**Case Study: “Imam C.C.”**

“Imam C.C.,” admitted to the United States on a special immigrant visa as an imam in 1997, applied for naturalization in 2002. USCIS granted his naturalization application, but twice sent the notice of the oath ceremony to the wrong address. Because he never received this information, Imam C.C. did not attend the ceremony. In 2006, after repeated inquiries into the status of his naturalization, his attorney filed a mandamus action to compel the agency to reschedule his oath ceremony. USCIS then reopened the case on its own motion, based on the ‘derogatory’ information that he had failed to appear at his oath ceremony. His naturalization application was subsequently denied because of three traffic violations he had incurred over a period of 11 years, a rationale labeled as “unheard of” by his attorney.

According to the *Washington Post*, Muslim activists report that the government is “scouring the immigration papers of Arabs and Muslims it considers suspicious.” The cases above demonstrate how it then strains facts and legal interpretations beyond any reasonable understanding in order to find them deportable or ineligible for naturalization, green cards, and temporary visas.

**D. The Terrorism Bars Provisions**

Akin to the material support ban in the federal criminal code, the ‘terrorism bars’ provisions of the immigration code, INA § 212(a)(3)(B) and § 237(a)(4)(B), provide for the removal or denial of admission of non-citizens suspected of terrorist activity or of providing support to terrorist activity. The problems created by the breadth and vagueness of the terrorism bars have been well-documented in the asylum context: refugees have been caught under material support provisions for having been kidnapping victims who became child soldiers and for such acts as providing help or money under duress, often turning the facts of their claims for asylum against them. Extreme
applications of the provisions have been used to deport or deny admission to Muslim non-citizens outside of the asylum context as well.\textsuperscript{71}

The terrorism bars cases suggest targeting of Muslims on the basis of expression of political and religious views and beliefs, violating not only international law guaranteeing freedom of expression, but also First Amendment protections.

Case Study: Michel Shehadeh and Khader Hamide (LA8)\textsuperscript{72}

One of the most prominent terrorism bars cases involved two men, Michel Shehadeh and Khader Hamide, who were a part of the famed Los Angeles 8 or LA8. The LA8 are activists for the liberation of Palestine whom the government had tried to deport since 1987 under a McCarthy-era law that made affiliations with communist groups a deportable offense.\textsuperscript{73} In going after the LA8, the government openly admitted the political motivations behind the charges: “William Webster, the director of the FBI at the time of the arrests, testified in Congress that the eight had not engaged in criminal activity and could not have been legally arrested if they had been U.S. citizens.”\textsuperscript{74} The law under which the LA8 were originally charged was declared unconstitutional by the Ninth Circuit in 1989 and repealed by Congress in 1990.\textsuperscript{75} Then, in 2005, the government attempted to retroactively apply the terrorism bars to remove Shehadeh and Hamide. In 2007, the immigration judge threw out the case, characterizing the 20-year effort to deport the men as “an embarrassment to the rule of law.”\textsuperscript{76}

In some cases, the government has used the terrorism bars provisions in attempts to deport individuals for the very same acts they had already been acquitted of in criminal cases.

Case Study: Youssef Megahed\textsuperscript{77}

Youssef Megahed, a legal U.S. resident of Egyptian origin, was a 21-year-old student at the University of South Florida when he was arrested with his friend Ahmed Mohamed in August 2007. A police officer stopped Mohamed’s car for speeding and found material for model rockets in the trunk, which the government later characterized as explosives for terrorist activity. Both Mohamed and Megahed were indicted for carrying explosives across state lines.\textsuperscript{78} While co-defendant Mohamed took a plea deal, Megahed opted to go to trial. The jury accepted Megahed’s defense that he was unaware of the materials in Mohamed’s trunk and acquitted Megahed of criminal charges for possessing and transporting explosives.

Three days after his acquittal, ICE arrested Megahed and brought deportation proceedings against him for the very same facts in his criminal case, alleging that Megahed was “engaged or likely to become engaged in… terrorist activity.” Evidence presented by ICE included materials found on the family computer at Megahed’s home, which ICE alleged contained, “numerous videos, documents and an Internet search history that supports Islamic extremism, jihad against the United States.”\textsuperscript{79} Megahed was held in Glades County Detention Center for almost four months until an immigration judge dismissed his deportation case in late August 2009, finding that the government had not presented enough evidence to conclude that Megahed was likely to engage in terrorism.\textsuperscript{80} Megahed was mandated, however, to report monthly to ICE in Tampa. By the time the case was dismissed Megahed had been under house arrest or detention for almost two years.\textsuperscript{81} Megahed felt
the immigration case brought against him constituted “double jeopardy because the same allegations [in the immigration case were] the same allegations that was there, in the court, in the trial.”82

In other cases, the terrorism bars provisions have been used to deny non-citizens entrance into the United States. The case of Tareq Abu Fayad shows the extremely broad reach of terrorism bars laws and the government’s willingness to use the law against Muslims. Section 212(a)(3)(B) was interpreted to allow the detention of a young Palestinian student for more than four years as someone ‘likely to engage in terrorism,’ despite the lack of any actions, hard evidence or criminal activity whatsoever—which the government conceded.

Case Study: Tareq Abu Fayad83

Tareq Abu Fayad, a Saudi-born Palestinian national, came to the United States in February 2007 as the 24-year-old son of a U.S. citizen and a computer science student with a valid immigrant visa. However, upon arrival he was denied entry into the country; he was deemed inadmissible when customs agents at the San Francisco International Airport found “anti-American” material—consisting of, inter alia al Jazeera news stories on his hard drive and a September 11 conspiracy theory series downloaded onto his hard drive—in his possession. He has been in immigration detention ever since.

The government never alleged that Abu Fayad had taken any actions toward terrorist or criminal activity. But the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals sustained the government’s claim that Abu Fayad was deportable on the grounds that he is likely to engage in terrorist activity at some point in the future. In making this claim, the government relied on the following rationales: an FBI ‘expert’ on radical Islam who pointed to the materials found on Abu Fayad’s computer; the fact that Abu Fayad’s childhood mosque was led by an imam who later became a famous Hamas politician; the fact that two of his cousins were members of Hamas; and the fact that he had been assigned roommates who were members of Hamas for a brief period in college.84 The so-called expert did not properly account for the tenuous nature of Abu Fayad’s relationships with Hamas members, or for the fact that Hamas is the political party governing Gaza, where Abu Fayad grew up. The Court also pointed to the DHS expert’s conclusion that Abu Fayad’s computer science training, college-education, clean criminal record, and green card would make him an “exceptionally attractive target for recruitment” by Hamas.85 As a result, Abu Fayad has been languishing in immigration detention for more than four years.

Other lawyers report receiving denials under the terrorism bars provisions in response to applications for temporary visas, green cards, and naturalization.

Case Study: Tariq Ramadan

Tariq Ramadan, a citizen of Switzerland and professor at Oxford University—a leading reformist Islamic scholar whose intellectual aims include bridging the so-called gulf between Western and Islamic values86—was prevented from taking up a professorship at Notre Dame in 2004 when the State Department revoked his work visa based on an “ideological exclusion” provision under the terrorism bars.87 Ramadan was subsequently denied even visitor visas to come
to the United States on speaking engagements for being deemed inadmissible for “providing material support to a terrorist organization.” The factual grounds for the material support charge was that Ramadan donated 600 Euros (approximately $900) to two charitable organizations in France and Switzerland that were alleged to have ties to Hamas, even though Ramadan claims he had no knowledge of these alleged ties.

In January 2006, the ACLU filed a suit on behalf of groups that had intended to invite Ramadan for meetings and speaking engagements on First Amendment grounds. The case reached the Second Circuit Court of Appeals which ruled that the First Amendment had been violated and that the government cannot exclude someone for material support without affording them the opportunity to present clear and convincing evidence that he did not know that the recipient of his contributions had been deemed a terrorist organization. In January 2010, Secretary of State Hillary Clinton lifted Ramadan’s ban. Since then, he has traveled to the United States on multiple occasions for speaking engagements.

E. FBI Influence on Immigration Proceedings

Lawyers report that the FBI has a strong influence on immigration officials’ actions regarding Muslim non-citizens. They say that the FBI takes advantage of the lowered due process protections in the immigration system to more easily promote law enforcement goals. Lawyers cite the presence of FBI agents during immigration proceedings, ICE’s reliance on statements made in old FBI interviews in its decisions, and the FBI’s submission of prejudicial affidavits raising national security concerns without providing the basis of the allegations. In addition, as with the Farahi case noted above, FBI agents have used the vulnerabilities associated with immigration processes to coerce Muslim immigrants into becoming informants or retaliate against them if they refuse.

Case Study: Yassine Ouassif

Ouassif, a Moroccan national, received his green card in 2001. In 2005, U.S. border agents stopped him when he attempted to enter the country from Canada. They took away his green card and an FBI official told him he would get it back only if he agreed to become a government informant. If he refused, he was told, the FBI agent would work to deport him back to Morocco. Ouassif refused.

Two weeks later, Ouassif reported for an immigration interview to determine whether he would get his green card back. The immigration officials interrogated him at length about a former roommate who had returned home to Baghdad, Iraq shortly after Ouassif moved in. The immigration officials then told Ouassif that they intended to detain him prior to deportation and asked him whether he still wished to fight deportation. He said yes.

However, the DHS lawyer on duty refused to sign off on his detention, citing a lack of evidence. Three months later, DHS officials returned Ouassif’s green card.
Case Study: Zuhair Mahd

Zuhair Mahd, a Jordanian national and blind adaptive technologies specialist, became a permanent U.S. resident in 1999. In 2004, he applied for citizenship and successfully completed his interview, but USCIS did not schedule his oath ceremony. In January 2005, while Mahd was waiting to hear the final decision on his naturalization application, the FBI visited him, interrogated him on his immigration status, background, work, home, friends, political views, and travels, and eventually asked him to become a “source of information.” He refused. After applying a great deal of pressure, the agents eventually relented and instructed Mahd not to tell anyone about the interview.

A different set of FBI agents visited him in December 2005 and asked him to become an informant tracking suspicious Internet activities. Once again, he refused. During the interview, the agents posed several accusatory questions about an Internet domain name Mahd had registered for a company he co-founded that produced a screen reader in Arabic for the visually-impaired and about an interview posted on his website with Al-Jazeera about the screen reader. The FBI approached him a third and final time in August 2006, and the agents offered to help him with his citizenship application for his cooperation. By this time, Mahd had filed a suit to compel the government to process his application and he informed the agents of this. He later returned to USCIS to check the status of his application and was told that his file had been lost. On June 20, 2007, USCIS denied his naturalization application. After five years and a pro se lawsuit, USCIS reversed its decision and in 2009 Mahd was sworn in as a U.S. citizen.

The patterns detailed in this Briefing Paper implicate a number of fundamental human rights guaranteed to citizens and non-citizens alike. The following section identifies the nature and scope of U.S. obligations to afford these protections under international law.

III. INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS IMPLICATIONS AND OBLIGATIONS

The United States has ratified two of the key international instruments that confer rights guarantees upon non-citizens: the International Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Racial Discrimination (ICERD) and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR). Although international human rights law recognizes that States can make distinctions between citizens and non-citizens for the provision of certain rights, international law also guarantees a number of rights to non-citizens. As noted by the Human Rights Committee, the oversight body for ICCPR, “the general rule is that each one of the rights of [ICCPR] must be guaranteed without discrimination between citizens and aliens” and all rights in the Covenant apply, even in cases of entry and residence if discrimination is involved. In addition, international law requires States to ensure equality between citizens and non-citizens in the enjoyment of civil, political, economic, social and cultural rights to the extent recognized under international law. ICERD specifically prohibits the United States from discriminating between non-citizens based on race or ethnic or national origin within the immigration system.
A. NON-DISCRIMINATION

Non-discrimination is a non-derogable peremptory norm of international human rights law. Non-discrimination features prominently in ICERD and ICCPR. Although ICERD does not on its face cover discrimination based on religion, the ICCPR does. Moreover, ICERD has been interpreted to prohibit religious discrimination, especially when consistently tied to racial discrimination. Furthermore, the construction of a terrorist ‘other’ in the post-9/11 context has conflated notions of race, ethnicity, religion, national origin, gender, and political views, effectively racializing Islam, Muslims, and Muslim religious practice as radical and dangerous to U.S. national security interests.

To assess whether the U.S. government’s use of the immigration system against Muslims in the ways described above is illegal under international law, two key questions must be addressed.

First, Do the government’s immigration policies have the purpose or effect of disproportionately burdening a particular racial, ethnic, religious, or national group? International law prohibits both direct (discriminatory purpose) and indirect (disparate impact) discrimination.

Second, Is this disproportionate burden justified? International law allows discrimination to be justified in certain circumstances, where the aim of the measure is legitimate and the differentiation is objective, reasonable, and proportional to that aim.

1. Do the government’s immigration policies have the purpose or effect of disproportionately burdening a particular racial, religious, ethnic or national group?

The patterns identified in this Briefing Paper suggest that the government is targeting Muslim non-citizens for detention, deportation, and denials of temporary visas, green cards, and naturalization. While there may be no statutory provisions explicitly targeting Muslims in the ways described above, the implementation of immigration law suggests a pattern of discrimination. Moreover, it is worth noting that the Third Agency Check procedure targets for extra detention based on whether someone is from a “special interest country” and media reports suggest these are Muslim majority countries. Government actions appear to be targeting Muslims when they are: subjected to multiple interviews to get conflicting statements to make false statement charges; targeted for deportation because of political activities; and considered national security threats based on factors such as where they grew up. The government has also previously targeted Muslim non-citizens in several large-scale immigration or immigration-related programs, such as NSEERS, that were widely viewed as discriminatory.

Even if these immigration policies do not have a discriminatory purpose, they nonetheless often result in a discriminatory effect. The government has increasingly conflated immigration and counterterrorism laws since September 11, 2001, and has explicitly promulgated the notion that the immigration system should be used as a tool in the “War on Terror.” The lurking terrorism allegations, the charges based on links to Muslim charities, the detention of Muslim immigrants on
flimsy charges, and the influence of the FBI on immigration proceedings involving Muslims are the results of this conflation of immigration and counterterrorism policies. Because counterterrorism efforts predominantly concentrate on Muslim communities, the merging of these two areas has resulted in aggressive, heightened scrutiny of Muslims by immigration authorities.

2. Is the disproportionate burden justified?

Under international law, policies that discriminate against particular groups (either in purpose or effect) must be justified in order not to constitute prohibited discrimination. Some of the factors that may be considered in determining whether a burden is justified include:

- The importance of the right sought to be infringed by the measure;
- The aim or objective of the measure, including its legitimacy;
- The nature of the differentiation (whether it uses criteria that are “objective and reasonable”); and,
- The proportionality between the effects of the means used and the ends or aim sought (including an assessment of whether the means effectively advance the end).

With regard to the importance of the right infringed by the measure, the prohibition on discrimination is a peremptory norm of international law and applies to all parts of a State's immigration policy, including deportation proceedings and naturalization applications. Moreover, the other rights laid out in this Briefing Paper as being affected—such as the rights to due process and liberty and security of person—are at the very core of human rights protections.

The U.S. government would argue that its use of the immigration system as a counterterrorism tool serves the legitimate purposes of national security. While national security in itself is a legitimate aim, the objective of removing Muslim individuals—who often have built careers, lives, and families in the United States—on the basis of racial and religious stereotypes does not comply with human rights norms. The CERD Committee—the oversight body for ICERD—has stated that States must continue to comply with their nondiscrimination obligations in any actions undertaken in the context of the “War on Terror.” The U.N. Special Rapporteur on the Promotion and Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms While Countering Terrorism, Martin Scheinin, has also urged the U.S. government “not to act in a manner which might be seen as advocating the use of race and religion for the identification of persons as terrorists.”

The remaining criteria—whether the means used are proportional and reasonable—further suggest that the government's immigration policies are not justified. As for the effectiveness of the policies, the reliance on a racialized construct of religion to identify potential terrorists rests on the premise that Muslims are more likely to commit terrorist attacks. This assumption has been invalidated on numerous occasions. Additionally, the targeting of individuals based on their religious background, rather than on actual violent or criminal activity, disrupts Muslim communities' ability to exercise fundamental rights to religion, speech, and association.
use of religious and racial profiling as a proxy for identifying and disabling potential terrorists is not an effective or proportional means to achieving the government’s national security purposes.

3. The disproportionate burden on Muslim communities is illegal under international law.

The importance of the rights to be infringed by targeted immigration policies, combined with the lack of effectiveness and reasonableness, render such a disproportionate burden unjustified and illegal under international law.

B. OTHER FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS

In addition to non-discrimination, the U.S. government’s targeting of Muslims through the immigration system implicates other fundamental rights under international law.

1. The right to due process

Under international law, the United States must guarantee due process and equal treatment in tribunals, to citizens and non-citizens alike, including in immigration proceedings. The Inter-American Commission on Human Rights (IACHR) has concluded that immigration detention and deportation proceedings require “as broad as possible” interpretation of due process requirements.

The ICCPR’s Article 13 also states that a non-citizen who is lawfully in a State can be “expelled therefrom only in pursuance of a decision reached in accordance with law and shall, except where compelling reasons of national security otherwise require, be allowed to submit the reasons against his expulsion and to have his case reviewed by” competent authorities. The Human Rights Committee has interpreted the language of Article 13 as covering non-citizens who wish to challenge the legality of their status and further explained that such a non-citizen “must be given full facilities for pursuing his remedy against expulsion so that this right will in all the circumstances of his case be an effective one.” The IACHR has stated that detention review procedures should include “the defendant’s right to an impartial hearing in decisions that affect his or her fate, his or her right to present evidence and refute the State’s arguments, and the opportunity to be represented by counsel.” The United States is also obligated to ensure the principle of non-refoulement in its deportation policies, by not transferring anyone to a State where there is a substantial risk of torture.

The U.S. immigration system fails to provide due process to non-citizens. Jorge Bustamante, the current U.N. Special Rapporteur on the Human Rights of Migrants, has stated that U.S. “deportation policies violate the right to fair deportation procedures, including cases in which the lawful presence of the migrant in question is in dispute.” Bustamante has highlighted the lack of adequate due process in detention appeals, saying that immigration enforcement authorities have “absolute discretion to determine whether a non-citizen may be released from detention” and since “these discretionary decisions are not subject to judicial review, current United States practice violates international law.” He has also stated that mandatory detention furthermore “severely
impairs the right of a respondent in removal proceedings to present evidence in her or his own defense.”

In addition to the failure to provide due process in its immigration system generally, the United States further exacerbates the due process violations for Muslims by introducing unsubstantiated and immaterial terrorism-related allegations during immigration hearings that may potentially prejudice the immigration judge; presenting evidence and calling in witnesses without disclosure or warning to the defendants; and using immigration consequences as coercive tools in criminal cases.

2. The right to liberty and security of person

Under the ICCPR, the United States must guarantee “the right to liberty and security of person,” which includes the prohibition of “arbitrary arrest or detention.” International law thus requires that “the decision to detain someone should be made on a case-by-case basis after an assessment of the functional need to detain a particular individual.”

The Human Rights Committee has stated that “the notion of ‘arbitrariness’ must not be equated with ‘against the law’ but be interpreted more broadly to include such elements as inappropriateness and injustice,” and that, “remand in custody could be considered arbitrary if it is not necessary in all the circumstances of the case.” In the immigration context, illegal entry by itself would not justify detention for any particular period of time. In fact, IACHR has concluded that for immigration detention, “the standard for the exceptionality of pre-trial detention must be even higher because immigration violations ought not to be construed as criminal offenses.” Gabriela Rodríguez Pizarro, the former Special Rapporteur on the Human Rights of Migrants, has stated that the “[d]etention of migrants on the ground of their irregular status should under no circumstances be of a punitive nature.”

The U.N. Working Group on Arbitrary Detention adds that,

“detention should be the last resort and permissible only for the shortest period of time and that alternatives to detention should be sought whenever possible. Grounds for detention must be clearly and exhaustively defined and the legality of detention must be open for challenge before a court and regular review within fixed time limits.”

When a State fails to provide such legal guarantees while detaining and deporting non-citizens, “their continued detention and subsequent expulsion are to be considered as arbitrary.”

In the context of assessing U.S. immigration detention policies as a whole, the current U.N. Special Rapporteur on the Rights of Migrants, Jorge A. Bustamante, has concluded that these policies violate international laws that bar arbitrary detention by: “Failing to promptly inform detainees of the charges against them; Failing to promptly bring detainees before a judicial authority; Denying broad categories of detainees release on bond without individualized assessments; Subjecting detainees to investigative detention without judicial oversight; [and] Denying detainees access to legal counsel.”
Mandatory detention laws, in particular, present problems as “[u]nder United States law, migrant detainees about whom the United States has certain national security concerns are subject to the possibility of indefinite detention, in contravention of international standards.” 148 Mandatory detention also “strips immigration judges of the authority to determine during a full and fair hearing whether or not an individual presents a danger or a flight risk.”149 While serving as the U.N. Special Rapporteur on the Human Rights of Migrants Workers, Gabriela Rodríguez Pizarro expressed concern that anti-terrorism legislation “allowing for the detention of migrants on the basis of vague, unspecified allegations of threats to national security” poses a threat to human rights.150 The terrorism bars provisions and the practice of pressing flimsy immigration charges to detain and deport Muslims outlined in this Briefing Paper are prime examples of such laws.

3. The right to freedom of religion

Article 18 of the ICCPR mandates that “[e]veryone shall have the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion,” and makes this a non-derogable right.151 The U.N. Special Rapporteur on the Promotion and Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms while Countering Terrorism, Martin Scheinin, has recommended in light of his review of U.S. practices that States “not use the country of origin of a person as a proxy for racial or religious profiling” and has urged States “not to act in a manner which might be seen as advocating the use of race and religion for the identification of persons as terrorists.”152

A larger set of discriminatory law enforcement and surveillance patterns against Muslims, coupled with the trends identified in this Briefing Paper—such as subjecting Muslims to multiple immigration process interviews to ask about their religious and social activities and charging Muslims with making false statements for failure to disclose donations or affiliations to Muslim charities—have a chilling effect on charitable giving and religious worship153 and thus collectively impinge on Muslims’ fundamental rights to freedom of religion.

4. The right to freedom of opinion and expression

International law requires states to guarantee freedom of opinion and expression.154 The use of political opinions and activities as bases for immigration consequences illustrates how U.S. immigration policies contravene international law. The Human Rights Committee has explicitly criticized terrorism bars provisions for their effects on freedom of opinion and expression, voicing concern over the “potentially overbroad reach of the definitions of terrorism under domestic law, in particular under 8 U.S.C. § 1182 (a) (3) (B) and Executive Order 13224 which seem to extend to conduct, e.g. in the context of political dissent, which, although unlawful, should not be understood as constituting terrorism.”155

5. The right to private life and family

Under international law, the United States must uphold an individual’s rights to private life and family.156 The Human Rights Committee has explicitly stated that the right to family lies imposes limits on States’ powers to deport non-citizens.157 The U.S. government’s punitive deportation procedures violate the right to private life and family unity: as the current U.N. Special Rapporteur
on the Human Rights of Migrants has concluded, “[b]ecause United States immigration laws impose mandatory deportation without a discretionary hearing where family and community ties can be considered, these laws fail to protect the right to private life, in violation of the applicable human rights standards.”

In sum, the practices highlighted in this Briefing Paper suggest that above and beyond the myriad problems all immigrants to the United States face in the immigration system, the U.S. government is targeting Muslim communities through its immigration system in particular ways that have serious human rights implications. These policies and practices violate U.S. obligations to: uphold the right to non-discrimination; ensure equality between citizens and non-citizens in the provision of fundamental rights; and, to protect rights to due process, liberty, and security of person, religion, opinion, and expression, as well as family.

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS

The United States should uphold its obligations under international human rights law to guarantee fundamental human rights for citizens and non-citizens alike. CHRGJ and AALDEF urge the U.S. government to immediately take steps toward the following:

- **Ensure due process and fair trial rights, including right to counsel, in the immigration context by:**
  - Disallowing the DHS or FBI from introducing unsubstantiated, unverified, and uncharged terrorism-related allegations into immigration proceedings;
  - Requiring DHS lawyers to reveal the basis of terrorism allegations raised in immigration proceedings; and,

- **End the discriminatory enforcement of immigration laws against Muslim communities and other affected communities—including the use of repeat interviews without legitimate purpose—by:**
  - Precluding reliance on religious and political activities as admissible evidence to suggest an individual is a potential threat, or as reason to deny immigration benefits or relief; and,
  - Ending the “third agency check” process in as much as it delays an individual’s removal and release from detention solely on the basis of his nationality.

- **Scrutinize the FBI-DHS collusion in the immigration system, implement greater checks and balances, and provide more transparency about the role of the FBI in immigration enforcement by:**
  - Disallowing the FBI from relying on vulnerable immigration status as a grounds on which to approach or request someone to become an informant; and,
  - Requiring FBI agents to make purpose of presence known during immigration interviews, allowing individuals to seek legal advice before proceeding.

- **Provide for greater transparency in decision-making in the immigration process so that immigrants know why they are being denied relief of any sort and on what basis.**
Over the past several years, the U.S. human rights record has been reviewed annually as part of the U.N.’s intergovernmental Universal Periodic Review, as well as by the U.N. Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination. Both processes have raised concerns about, *inter alia*, racial and religious profiling in counterterrorism policies, rising Islamophobia and xenophobia, and harsh immigration detention policies, echoing many of the concerns raised in this Briefing Paper. A number of U.N. Special Rapporteurs have also recently had occasion to review the U.S. government’s compliance with its human rights obligations. CHRGJ and AALDEF urge the U.S. government to implement relevant recommendations arising out of these processes, including the following recommendations made by a range of U.N. Special Rapporteurs that the United States should:

- Eliminate mandatory detention and require the DHS to make individualized determinations of whether or not a non-citizen presents a danger to society or a flight risk sufficient to justify their detention;
- Clarify law enforcement’s obligation of equal treatment and the prohibition of racial profiling as well as pass the End Racial Profiling Act and comprehensive State legislation prohibiting racial profiling;
- Restrict definitions of “international terrorism,” “domestic terrorism,” and “material support to terrorist organizations” in a way that is precise and restricted to the type of conduct identified by the U.N. Security Council as conduct to be suppressed in the global fight against terrorism; and,
- Refrain from relying on a person’s country of origin as a proxy for racial or religious profiling and refrain from using race and religion as the bases for identifying individuals as terrorists.

Ten years after the events of September 11, 2011, xenophobia and Islamophobia continue to rise in the United States. Both private and government actions have facilitated and contributed to what now appears to have become entrenched social bias with real legal consequences. This Briefing Paper has documented a number of those consequences, in the form of cases suggesting patterns of the ongoing discriminatory use of the immigration system against Muslim communities in the United States. In order to honor its human rights law obligations, the United States should take immediate steps to end the discriminatory targeting of Muslims through its immigration and law enforcement activities.

---

1 Targeting of Muslims through the immigration system was occurring prior to 9/11. The INS was using secret evidence –undisclosed to defendants and, hence, virtually impossible to rebut–against Arabs and Muslims as early as the 1990s. Susan Akram and Kevin Johnson’s research found not a “single secret evidence case not involving an Arab or Muslim noncitizen.” Susan M. Akram and Kevin R. Johnson, *Race, Civil Rights, and Immigration Law after September 11, 2001: The Targeting of Arabs and Muslims*, 58 N.Y.U. Ann. Surv. Am. Law 295, 322 (2002).
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"chilling effect," reasonable searches and seizures does not regularly apply in the immigration context.

In October 2001, then-Attorney General John Ashcroft stated, “Let the terrorists among us be warned: If you overstay your visa—even by one day—we will arrest you. If you violate a local law, you will be put in jail and kept in custody as long as possible. We will use every available statute . . . Our single objective is to prevent terrorist attacks by taking suspected terrorists off the street.” John Ashcroft, Attorney General, Prepared Remarks for the US Mayors Conference (Oct. 25, 2001), available at http://www.usdoj.gov/archive/ag/speeches/2001/agcrisisremarks10_25.htm.
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119 IRREVERSIBLE CONSEQUENCES, supra note 22, at 31 (citing Abdulaziz, Cabales and Balkandali v. the United Kingdom, App. nos. 9214/80, 9473/81, and 9474/81 (Plenary Court Judgment) May 28, 1985, ¶ 78, available at http://cmiskp.echr.coe.int/tkp197/view.asp?action=html&documentId=695293&portal=hbkm&source=externalbydoc number&table=F69A27FD8FB68142BF01C1166DEA398649). IRREVERSIBLE CONSEQUENCES, supra note 22, at 31; HRC General Comment 18, supra note 106 at ¶ 13. For examples of how this test is applied, see, e.g., Araujo-Jongen v. The Netherlands, Communication No. 418/1990, U.N. Doc. CCPR/C/49/D/418/1990, ¶ 7.4, (UN H.R. Comm. Oct. 22, 1993) (finding that the requirement that applicants for unemployment benefits be unemployed at time of application is reasonable and objective given that the purpose of unemployment-benefits legislation is to provide assistance to the unemployed); Danning v. The Netherlands, Communication No. 180/1984, U.N. Doc. CCPR/C/OP/2 at 205, ¶ 1.4 (UN H.R. Comm. Apr. 9, 1997) (finding that differentiation between benefits received by married couples and couples merely cohabiting are based on reasonable and objective criteria); Foin v. France, Communication No. 666/1995, U.N. Doc. CCPR/C/67/D/666/1995, ¶ 10.3 (UN H.R. Comm. Nov. 9, 1999) (finding that the decision by France to require conscientious objectors to serve double the period of military service violates Article 26 of the ICCPR as differentiation was based on purported need to ascertain whether beliefs of conscientious objectors was genuine, which is not reasonable and objective); Gueye v. France, Communication No. 196/1985, U.N. Doc. CCPR/C/35/D/196/1985, ¶ 9.5 (UN H.R. Comm. Apr. 6, 1989) (finding that differentiation by which soldiers of Senegalese origin were paid inferior pensions to soldiers of French origin in the French army serving in Senegal was not reasonable and objective and noted that mere administrative convenience is not a sufficient justification for differentiating in conflict with Article 26 of the ICCPR); Järvinen v. Finland, Communication No. 295/1988, U.N. Doc. CCPR/C/39/D/295/1988, ¶ 9.4 (UN H.R. Comm. Aug. 15, 1990) (finding that a 16-month period of civilian, non-combative service for conscientious objectors, compared to only 8 months for combat service, was non-justifiable);

11106 at ¶ 13. For examples

11107 of how this test is applied, see, e.g., Araujo-Jongen v. The Netherlands, Communication No. 418/1990, U.N. Doc. CCPR/C/49/D/418/1990, ¶ 7.4, (UN H.R. Comm. Oct. 22, 1993) (finding that the requirement that applicants for unemployment benefits be unemployed at time of application is reasonable and objective given that the purpose of unemployment-benefits legislation is to provide assistance to the unemployed); Danning v. The Netherlands, Communication No. 180/1984, U.N. Doc. CCPR/C/OP/2 at 205, ¶ 1.4 (UN H.R. Comm. Apr. 9, 1997) (finding that differentiation between benefits received by married couples and couples merely cohabiting are based on reasonable and objective criteria); Foin v. France, Communication No. 666/1995, U.N. Doc. CCPR/C/67/D/666/1995, ¶ 10.3 (UN H.R. Comm. Nov. 9, 1999) (finding that the decision by France to require conscientious objectors to serve double the period of military service violates Article 26 of the ICCPR as differentiation was based on purported need to ascertain whether beliefs of conscientious objectors was genuine, which is not reasonable and objective); Gueye v. France, Communication No. 196/1985, U.N. Doc. CCPR/C/35/D/196/1985, ¶ 9.5 (UN H.R. Comm. Apr. 6, 1989) (finding that differentiation by which soldiers of Senegalese origin were paid inferior pensions to soldiers of French origin in the French army serving in Senegal was not reasonable and objective and noted that mere administrative convenience is not a sufficient justification for differentiating in conflict with Article 26 of the ICCPR); Järvinen v. Finland, Communication No. 295/1988, U.N. Doc. CCPR/C/39/D/295/1988, ¶ 6.4 - 6.6 (UN H.R. Comm. Aug. 15, 1990) (finding that a 16-month period of civilian, non-combative service for conscientious objectors, compared to only 8 months for combat service, was non-justifiable); Snijders v. The Netherlands, Communication No. 651/1995, U.N. Doc. CCPR/C/63/D/651/1995, ¶ 8.3 (UN H.R. Comm. Jul. 27, 1998) (finding that the requirement that non-resident beneficiaries of state health insurance pay a contribution when resident beneficiaries are not required to do so was justified on the basis that failure to make this differentiation would deplete the funds available to the insurance scheme).

See also CERD General Recommendation 14, supra note 109, at ¶ 2.


122 IRREVERSIBLE CONSEQUENCES, supra note 22, at 31. See, e.g., Kall v. Poland, Communication No. 552/1993, U.N. Doc. CCPR/C/60/D/552/1993 (UN H.R. Comm. Jul. 14, 1997) (individual opinion by Committee members Elizabeth Evatt and Cecilia Medina Quiroga, cosigned by Christine Chatel, dissenting) (disagreeing with the Committee’s finding that the rights of the applicant had not been violated, and stating that the test of “discrimination” under the Covenant requires the Committee to examine whether the classification in question “was both a necessary and proportionate means for securing a legitimate objective”); Toonen v. Australia, Communication No. 488/1992, U.N. Doc. CCPR/C/50/D/488/1992, ¶¶ 6.2 - 6.4 (UN H.R. Comm. 2004) (with Australia identifying the following test to determine whether a measure constitutes “discrimination”: (a) Whether Tasmanian laws draw a distinction on the basis of sex or sexual orientation; (b) Whether Mr. Toonen is a victim of discrimination; (c) Whether there are reasonable and objective criteria for the distinction; (d) Whether Tasmanian laws are a proportional means to achieve a legitimate aim under the Covenant); Kristjánsson v. Iceland, Communication No. 951/2000, U.N. Doc. CCPR/C/78/D/951/2000, ¶ 7.2 (UN H.R. Comm. Jul. 16, 2003) (State party arguing that “the aim of the differentiation is lawful and based on objective and reasonable considerations and that there is reasonable proportionality between the means employed and the aim pursued”); Abdulaziz, Cabales and Balkandali, supra note 119 ¶ 81 (noting that “The Court accepts that the… Rules also had, as the Government stated, the aim of advancing public tranquility. However, it is not persuaded that this aim was served by the distinction drawn in those rules [in this case].”).

123 CERD Committee Statement on Racial Discrimination, supra note 104.
124 See DOJ White Paper, supra note 115.
125 CERD General Recommendation 30, supra note 102, ¶ 4.
128 See supra Part III.B.
129 Art. 14 ICCPR; Art. 5(a) ICERD. Although the treaties do not explicitly use the term “due process,” the discrete rights to such things as fair trial and equal treatment in front of tribunals have been interpreted as due process by U.N. human rights experts and bodies. For example, the U.N. Special Rapporteur on the Human Rights of Migrants Jorge Bustamante has stated that the U.S. practice of not conducting case-by-case review of immigration detention constitutes “serious violations of international due process standards.” Jorge Bustamante, United Nations Special Rapporteur on the Human Rights of Migrants, Report on the Mission to the United States of America, U.N. Doc. A/HRC/7/12/Add.2 (March 5, 2008), ¶ 23. See also U. N. Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination, Statement on racial discrimination and measures to combat terrorism, ¶ 6, U.N. Doc. E/CN.4/Sub.2/2003/23/Add. 1 (Nov. 1, 2002) (“Insists that the principle of non-discrimination must be observed in all matters, in particular in those concerning liberty, security and dignity of the person, equality before the courts and due process of law.”).
where domestic procedure provided for an expulsion review and noting that Article 13 “incorporates notions of due process.”)

132 HRC General Comment 15, supra note 99, ¶ 2, 5.

133 INTER-AM. COMM. ON H.R., REPORT ON IMMIGRATION IN THE UNITED STATES: DETENTION AND DUE PROCESS ¶40 (2010).


135 Bustamante, supra note 129, ¶10.

136 Id. ¶22, Bustamante also said, “those released from detention as a result of a post-order custody review are released under conditions of supervision, which in turn are monitored by ICE deportation officers. Again, ICE officers have absolute authority to determine whether an individual must return to custody.”

137 Id. ¶70.

138 In the context of criminal cases, the government’s practice of using a defendant’s immigration status to exert further pressure shows discriminatory prosecution that violates the defendant’s due process rights. The Inter-American Court of Human Rights (IACHR) has stated that “for the due process of law a defendant must be able to exercise his rights and defend his interests effectively and in full procedural equality with other defendants.” INTER-AM CT. H.R., supra note 133 ¶121. The Human Rights Committee in its review of the United States stated, “[the State party should review its practice with a view to ensuring that… immigration laws are not used so as to detain persons suspected of terrorism or any other criminal offences with fewer guarantees than in criminal proceedings.” U.N. HR Comm., Consideration of Reports Submitted by States Parties Under Article 40 of the Covenant, Concluding Observations – United States of America, U.N. Doc. CCPR/C/USA/CO/3/Rev.1 (Dec. 18, 2006), ¶19.

139 Art. 9 ICCPR.

140 Bustamante, supra note 129, ¶23.


142 Id. ¶9.4.

143 INTER-AM. COMM. ON H.R., supra note 133, ¶38.


147 Bustamante, supra note 129, ¶23.

148 Id. ¶30.

149 Id. ¶37.

150 Pizarro, supra note 144, ¶37.

151 Art. 18 ICCPR. The United States has signed and ratified the Convention without reservations. Article 18(3) does qualify that, “Freedom to manifest one's religion or beliefs may be subject only to such limitations as are prescribed by law and are necessary to protect public safety, order, health, or morals or the fundamental rights and freedoms of others.” However, these limitations are not applicable to the issues that are the subject of this Briefing Paper. The Human Rights Committee has interpreted that “paragraph 3 of article 18 is to be strictly interpreted: restrictions are not allowed on grounds not specified there, even if they would be allowed as restrictions to other rights protected in the Covenant, such as national security.” The Committee also asserted that: “Limitations may be applied only for those purposes for which they were prescribed and must be directly related and proportionate to the specific need on which they are predicated. Restrictions may not be imposed for discriminatory purposes or applied in a discriminatory manner.” U.N. H.R. Comm, General Comment No. 22, Article 18: The Right to Freedom of Thought, Conscience and Religion, (Forty-Eighth session, 1993), ¶7, U.N. Doc. CCPR/C/21/Rev.1/Add.4.

152 Scheinin, supra note 126, ¶65.

Under the Radar: Muslims Deported, Detained, and Denied on Unsubstantiated Terrorism Allegations


154 Art. 19 ICCPR; Art. 5(d)(viii) ICERD.
156 Art. 16 UDHR; Art. 17 ICCPR: “No one shall be subjected to arbitrary or unlawful interference with his privacy, family or correspondence...”; Art. 23(1) ICCPR: “The family is the natural and fundamental group unit of society and is entitled to protection by society and the State.”
157 HRC General Comment 15, supra note 99, ¶5.
158 Bustamante, supra note 129, ¶15.
159 In criminal law, the government has to reveal the basis of all charges and crimes as well as all evidence (including exculpatory evidence) before trial. See, e.g., Fed. R. Crim. P. 7 [The Indictment and the Information], available at http://www.uscourts.gov/uscourts/RulesAndPolicies/rules/CR2009.pdf.

In its Concluding Observations, the CERD Committee noted: “The Committee also draws the attention of the State party to its general recommendation no. 30 (2004) on discrimination against non-citizens, according to which measures taken in the fight against terrorism must not discriminate, in purpose or effect, on the grounds of race, colour, descent, or national or ethnic origin, and urges the State party, in accordance with article 2, paragraph 1 (c), of the Convention, to put an end to the National Entry and Exit Registration System (NSEERS) and to eliminate other forms of racial profiling against Arabs, Muslims and South Asians. … Bearing in mind its general recommendation no. 30 (2004) on non-citizens, the Committee wishes to reiterate that States parties are under an obligation to guarantee equality between citizens and non-citizens in the enjoyment of the rights set forth in article 5 of the Convention, including the rights to found a family and to a private life against the Government’s interest in deporting him or her. … The Department of Homeland Security and the Department of Justice should work together to ensure that immigration detainees are given the chance to have their custody reviewed in a hearing before an immigration judge.” Bustamante, supra note 129, ¶111, 116, 123.

161 In addition, the government should comply with the following recommendations of the U.N. Special Rapporteur on the Human Rights of Migrants: “The Department of Homeland Security must comply with the Supreme Court’s decision in Zadvydas v. Davis and Clark v. Martinez. Individuals who cannot be returned to their home countries within the foreseeable future should be released as soon as that determination is made, and certainly no longer than six months after the issuance of a final order. Upon release, such individuals should be released with employment authorization, so that they can immediately obtain employment. … United States immigration laws should be amended to ensure that all non-citizens have access to a hearing before an impartial adjudicator, who will weigh the non-citizen’s interest in remaining in the United States (including their rights to found a family and to a private life) against the Government’s interest in deporting him or her. … The Department of Homeland Security and the Department of Justice should work together to ensure that immigration detainees are given the chance to have their custody reviewed in a hearing before an immigration judge.” Bustamante, supra note 129, ¶110.

162 Id. ¶110.

164 Scheinin, supra note 126 ¶64; The United States should also pass the JUSTICE Act, which amends the material support provisions so that one can only be prosecuted if one knew or intended the money or other support would

165 Scheinin, supra note 126 ¶65.
UNDER THE RADAR
Muslims Deported, Detained, and Denied on Unsubstantiated Terrorism Allegations

The U.S. government’s aggressive use of the immigration system in its counterterrorism efforts discriminates against Muslims and violates international human rights law.

Through the targeted use of a wide set of immigration and law enforcement policies and practices, the U.S. government has cast Muslim immigrants as dangerous threats to national security, leaving communities across the United States vulnerable to abuse and discriminatory profiling. A number of particular immigration programs and practices have received critical attention for their discriminatory impact on Muslim communities. This Briefing Paper—jointly published by the Center for Human Rights and Global Justice at NYU School of Law and the Asian American Legal Defense and Education Fund—identifies five key under-documented patterns of government practices that appear to be targeting Muslim communities through the immigration system.

Drawing on interviews with immigration and criminal defense attorneys, community-based groups, and on court documents and media accounts, this Briefing Paper includes a number of case studies that suggest that the U.S. government is deporting, detaining, and denying benefits to Muslim immigrants on the basis of innuendo, religious and cultural affiliations, political beliefs, employment histories, and immigrants’ ties to their home countries. The Briefing Paper concludes that these practices violate fundamental human rights and calls on the U.S. government to stop the discriminatory targeting of Muslims and ensure greater transparency and accountability in the immigration system.